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Dear Editor,

Recently, Zhang et al. (1) published an article on the reverse-transcribed severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) RNA integration into the genome of cultured human cells. In this exciting article, the authors concluded that transcription of the integrated sequences might account for some of the positive polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests seen in patients with prolonged detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA and repeated PCR-positive tests after recovery from COVID-19. The authors demonstrated that the SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid (NC) sequences can be detected and cloned after reverse-transcription of the virus RNA and integration of the resulting DNA into the host cell’s genome.

In this regard, we believe that several important aspects need to be considered and further investigated. First of all, should we consider any long-term impact by the potential genomic reverse-transcription of the virus RNA and integration in the infected host? Second, how long may this phenomenon last? Third, could this phenomenon happen universally in all infected patients with different disease stages? Fourth, is it comparable in different host tissues? Indeed, more reliable data is needed to address these un questioned issues.

Besides, the authors also raise additional paramount concern regarding the potential triggering of the autoimmunity by viral neoantigen after recovery of the infection.

The viral-induced autoimmune disease is a well-known phenomenon previously described by many researchers after common viral infections (2). It is also currently reintroduced by the SARS-CoV-2 infection (3, 4). This potential possibility after the virus genomic integration could garner attention because of its implications regarding similar hypothetical consequences after massive immunization by the available mRNA COVID-19 vaccines.

It is premature to draw any conclusions about the likelihood of the post-mRNA COVID-vaccine induced autoimmunity based on this report; however, the threshold for the production of viral neoantigen by the genome that enters the cell by mRNA vaccines should be further investigated. Another question is that if it could happen, how long can this genome pave the way for neo-proteins production in the host after vaccination?

If this protein production exceeds its threshold, it can affect the host’s immune system for an unknown period and more than expected, leading to disease and side effects or weakening of the host.
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